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Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

57 56 Months
Take action today!

Read Numbers 16
Listen to #106-Korah’s Faction
Read Mark 4:1-34
Shabbot
Want to Enroll in Tsiyon Academy?
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out and invite others.

Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the bottom
of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain

/

access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here:
http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also, you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in
the footer of any page at the Tsiyon.Net site.

****************************************

From Eliyahu
“Whoever has ears to hear let him hear.” The book of Mark in the 4th chapter repeats this saying a number of times. There
Messiah brings forth a number of parables about the Kingdom. He told His disciples that the parables conceal hidden truths
that are only for those who have ears to hear. Truths He called "secrets of the Kingdom." The parables of Y'shua draw from
everyday occurrences that people are familiar with to reveal these hidden truths. I think that parables exist around us all the
time in our lives if we have eyes to see and ears to hear, that cause us to experience the secrets of the Kingdom.
Here’s an example of a living parable for you…
"The Kingdom of heaven is like the flu."
I bet you’ve never heard that one before, have you? Well, I’ve been
thinking about it over the past few days, in between retching and shivering. In fact, I have the flu right
now and rather than writing the newsletter as I normally do I have my daughter Abigail writing it for me
as I dictate it to her (..see Abby smiling and waving). This in fact is the first lesson of the flu: If you’ve
got great people around you working with you toward a common Kingdom goal the mission can go on
for a few days without the world coming to an end. This is a great lesson for me while I am mostly taken
out of the picture right now, because it emphasizes the value of the body of Messiah. If one part is
temporarily down the body functions and others are able to step up and do the things that need to be
done. If you think that means that I’m proud of our team here at Tsiyon you would, of course, be right.
The Kingdom secret take-away here: Alone we are each vulnerable in a host of different ways. United
and functioning together under the leadership of Messiah the vulnerabilities of each of us are
significantly reduced, and we are all stronger for it. This is a time when we each need to be identifying
where we fit in with other believers of like mind to get it going together. Trust me, if you do that now, in
the times of trouble just ahead you will be well rewarded for your spiritual vision - and your big ears.
Well here’s another thing that you can learn from the flu, “you must be as a
little child to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven”. Let me tell you what I
mean.
This particular flu bug can really get your attention. My first night was in truth pretty miserable, but the next morning I got
up and thought that I would just power through. No way. It wasn’t long and that flu bug grabbed me by the throat and
slammed me to the mat. I will spare you the sorted details, but let me just say it wasn’t pretty. In fact besides feeling really
sick manifested in a number of highly uncomfortable and unattractive ways I also found myself too dizzy to stand up on my
own, and as weak as a kitten. I’ve needed to depend on other people to help me do nearly everything that I normally do on
my own. That’s really humiliating, and besides, I don’t like bothering people all the time. But while I’ve got the flu I just
can’t get by without help.
Isn’t that just like a little child? Everything seems off limits or out of reach, forcing one to constantly be calling out for help.
As you may discern here, the flu has gotten me in touch with my "inner child." It’s heightened my awareness that we are all
His children, and as much as we may like to prove that we are big boys and girls and don’t need anything from God or
anybody else, the truth is we depend on Him and others every day in so many ways. As we acknowledge our dependency we find our true position in the
Kingdom, that we are indeed needy and dependent. Therefore the Kingdom child must humble himself before the mighty hand of God to receive. As he
does so, he soon finds more than what he expected. Not only does he get his needs met, but he also finds that, as a child of God he has acceptance,
security, and help at the right time. A child of the Father is loved because that child is His child, not because of what he can or cannot do. Look at this
beautiful little girl in the picture. When you look at her you do not think of the many hours of feedings, changings, doctors visits, expenses and life
changes she represents. You, and especially her parents, think how beautiful she is, how precious she is, and how much she is loved. Even if you are a
handful sometimes, that is how your Father sees you.
Probably after my head stops buzzing and throbbing, my body stops shivering, and I return to stasis, or a reasonable
facsimile, I will read this newsletter and wonder what the dickens I was trying to say. When you have the flu does your mind
take strange detours all over the place? Do you wax philosophical in you thinking? Well I do, and I’m just hoping that
something has emerged here from the bubbling mass of thoughts and musings that will be of some value to you. I guess the
thing I most want to leave you with is that even when you have the flu, or have other unpleasant experiences, if you have put
your trust in Him He is there. Right now my body feels terrible, but my spirit feels like the mirror-smooth surface of the Sea
of Galilee, because I can sense His unbroken love and presence in my spirit. His presence always with me is the greatest
Kingdom secret that I know.
More Kingdom secrets at our Tsiyon meeting at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM CST. Please come with your ears on.
Shalom,
/

Eliyahu ben David
Tsiyon.Org
PS - A lot has been going on in the mid-east lately, and much of it is not reported in the US press, where the constant and only story is so-called "Russian
collusion" of the Trump administration. I suppose we shouldn't be surprised the NWO media would be reluctant to tell us that 200 Russians were recently
killed by US forces in Syria. A war is imminent. I'll have more on that a little later.
****************************************

Up to 200 Russian advisers killed in last week’s clash with US forces in Syria
Reprint: debkafile, Feb 13, 2018 @ 17:42 east Syria, Euphrates bridge, US-Russian clash in Syria
In the first military clash
between US and Russian
forces in Syria, more than
200 Russian “mercenaries”
are reported killed, scores
more injured. US military
sources first reported that
100 Russian “advisers” were
killed and dozens injured in a
US attack on Syrian and
allied pro-Iranian forces on
Feb. 8. By Tuesday, Feb. 13,
those figures had doubled.
Moscow has not confirmed
the incident or the casualties,
which would be five times
more than Russian official
losses since it entered the war
in 2015. President Vladimir
Putin’s spokesman, Dmitry
Peskov, declined to
comment, saying the Kremlin
only tracks data on the
country’s armed
forces. According to one
Russian officer, the death toll
continues to rise after scores
of Russian wounded were
flown to hospitals in Moscow and St. Petersburg.
DEBKAfile’s military sources reported exclusively on Feb. 9 that US special forces had struck Russian military engineers laying a floating bridge on the
Euphrates River near Deir ez-Zour for Syrian army, Hizballah and other pro-Iranian forces to cross to the east bank. That engagement unfolded when US
forces posted in eastern Syria repelled a Syrian-pro-Iranian attack led by T-72 and T-55 tanks on a base held by American and US-backed Syrian
Democratic Forces east of the Euphrates River near the oil town of Tabiye.
The strike force was fighting under the command of Iranian Revolutionary Guards officers. It included members of the Afghan Shiite militia imported by
Tehran, pro-Assad troops of the Syrian National Defense Forces, local Arab tribesmen and Russian mercenaries. Those mercenaries were provided by
Wagner, a Russian private military contractor, which supplies ground forces to fight for Assad alongside the pro-Iranian and Russian combatants.
Against that fighting strength, the Americans used F-22 Raptors, F-15 Strike Eagles, Air Force AC-130 gunships, Marine artillery and Army Apache
attack helicopters, as well as Special Operations forces, which stopped the multiple assault in its tracks.
****************************************
See this video! - September 23, 2017, we were told, would be the date of The Great Sign of Revelation 12. Dire end-of-the-world predictions were made.
Yet, after that day of "The Great Sign" came and went, and the predictions failed to materialize, we heard little if anything explaining the failure. This
was not the first time this has happened, and won't be the last. Why? Signs in the sky are foretold in Scripture for the last days. True to that prophecy,
unusual heavenly signs do occur. In fact, signs in the sky often cause a clamor, with predictions of rapture and the end of the world. Yet, these signs come
and go, and the predicted events fail to happen. This, of course, provides an opportunity for scoffers to gloat. Why does this keep happening? Could it be
that these signs are significant, but they mean something different than YouTube preachers have guessed? There is, in fact, a unified message in these sky
signs. This video, "The Heavens Speak" reveals what that message is.
Click on the title graphic below to view this full length video presentation!
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You can tune in to Tsiyon Road from around the world by using one of the free apps on you mobile device from

or
You can also listen with

or

..
or another radio stream outlet, or directly from our website. You get a lot for free on Tsiyon Road!

Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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Please make offering checks to: "Tsiyon."
You may leave feedback, prayer requests and donations online here.
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